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Abstract

There have been advances in the understanding of supply chain management (SCM) since
its inception in the early-1980s. However, there are still some basic issues of SCM that
remain unresolved. Much of the research that has been conducted takes one or more of
the following three perspectives: (1) development of methods and techniques to study SCM
and its components/processes; (2) developing solutions or answers to specific supply chain-
related problems or challenges; and/or (3) measuring the results or outcomes of supply chain
strategies and tactics. Each of these three perspectives is briefly examined, with selected
examples from the literature cited to illustrate the type of research that has been conducted.
Some potential areas of research exploration are presented. The areas examined include:
theory development, and SCM processes and functions.
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1 Introduction

The term “supply chain management” (SCM) is believed by most researchers to be first
introduced in written form by Keith Oliver, a management consultant at Booz Allen
Hamilton, as reported in the Financial Times in 1982 (Laseter and Oliver, 2003). Since
that time, thousands of articles and books have been published on the topic. Certainly,
SCM is now “front-and-center” with respect to implementing national and international
business strategies.

The number of SCM-related periodicals has grown considerably since the introduction of
SCM. Menachof et al. (2009) identified 82 periodicals that have published SCM-related
articles and case studies. However, even though the numbers of periodicals and articles
have increased, that is not to say that from a theoretical standpoint, SCM has made
similar advances. Undoubtedly, there have been advances in the understanding of the
supply chain field generally, and in the specific components and processes that make up
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the field. However, there are still some basic issues that remain unresolved, and which are
important topics for researchers and scholars investigating the field.

For example, while SCM has been around for 25+ years, there is still no consensus def-
inition of the field and what it entails. Probably the most widely held view of SCM is
that espoused by the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP). They
define SCM as follows:

“SCM encompasses the planning and management of all activities involved in
sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all Logistics Management activi-
ties. Importantly, it also includes coordination and collaboration with channel
partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third-party service providers,
and customers. In essence, Supply Chain Management integrates supply and
demand management within and across companies” (CSCMP, 2009).

CSCMP also provides a brief description of the boundaries of SCM which includes “pri-
mary responsibility for linking major business functions and business processes within and
across companies into a cohesive and high-performing business model. It includes all of
the Logistics Management activities noted above, as well as manufacturing operations,
and it drives coordination of processes and activities with and across marketing, sales,
product design, finance and information technology” (CSCMP, 2009).

Most recently, Stock and Boyer (2009) have developed a consensus definition of SCM
by performing a qualitative analysis of 173 unique definitions of the field, collected from
articles and books published on the subject from 1985 through 2008. Their definition,
which is perhaps the most comprehensive, since it is based on the qualitative analysis of
an extensive literature review, is as follows:

“The management of a network of relationships within a firm and between
interdependent organizations and business units consisting of material suppli-
ers, purchasing, production facilities, logistics, marketing, and related systems
that facilitate the forward and reverse flow of materials, services, finances and
information from the original producer to final customer, with the benefits
of adding value, maximizing profitability through efficiencies, and achieving
customer satisfaction” (Stock and Boyer, 2009).

For SCM theory development, constructs must be defined specifically (Hunt, 1976). Re-
searchers will have to arrive at a consensus definition of SCM so that the discipline may
move forward with the development of SCM theories and sub-theories.

When examining the published SCM literature, researchers from disciplines such as lo-
gistics, operations research, management, organisational behaviour, and industrial engi-
neering, have published the bulk of articles appearing in SCM-related journals. Typically,
however, each of the disciplines applies their own specific approaches, methodologies, and
priorities to SCM. There are few studies that take a multi-disciplinary perspective. While
there is nothing inherently wrong with taking specific approaches to studying SCM, the
field only advances incrementally, rather than seeing significant advances like those found
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when processes are reengineered. For example, logistics researchers tend to examine trans-
portation, warehousing, 3PL, inventory management, and similar logistics-related topics
within the supply chain. Operations researchers and industrial engineers utilize mathe-
matical techniques, simulation and modelling, and a systems approach, in studying SCM-
related topics. Management and organisational behaviour researchers tend to concentrate
on behavioural issues, strategic partnerships and alliances, supply chain coordination, and
collaboration between supply chain members. Again, these areas are important aspects of
SCM for researchers to investigate. However, much more can be accomplished that will
advance the field, as will be discussed in the sections that follow.

In the following pages, several topics relating to the present and future development of
the SCM discipline are presented and briefly discussed. They include a more specific
examination of the issue of theory development, the use of qualitative and quantitative
methodologies to examine SCM-related topics, and several specific topics that are fertile
areas for SCM researchers to explore. The majority of the references cited in this article are
from the period 2000 to 2009. This is not to say that advances in SCM theory and practice
did not occur earlier. However, it would be impossible to cover the entire spectrum of
SCM-related literature, and so it was decided to concentrate primarily on newer citations,
with the exception that some key earlier works are cited as necessary.

2 Developments

When one examines the many academic journals that publish SCM-related articles, case
studies and the like, it appears that much of the research being conducted takes one or
more of the following three perspectives: (1) development of methods and techniques to
study SCM and its components/processes; (2) developing solutions or answers to specific
supply chain-related problems or challenges; and/or (3) measuring the results or outcomes
of supply chain strategies and tactics. Each of these three perspectives is examined in the
following sections, with selected examples from the literature cited to illustrate the type
of research that has been conducted.

2.1 Development of methods and techniques to study SCM and its
components/processes

As evidenced by the multiplicity of SCM definitions that exist, the discipline includes
a number of functions and processes. To provide some structure to the large number
of supply chain components, Charvet et al. (2008) employed bibliometrics, which is the
mathematical and statistical analysis of written material, to examine the published SCM
literature in order to develop a more simplified structure. Employing multidimensional
scaling, the authors identified four areas of SCM-related research development, including
logistics-related, operations research-related, interorganisational relationships and strate-
gic alliances, and a “potpourri” of miscellaneous topics. They commented that much of
the research on SCM has been conducted independently and is, therefore, not correlated.
This results in a lack of research synergy.

One researcher has commented on the dichotomy that has developed between operations
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research and SCM (Dooley, 2009). Dooley (2009) stated that SCM research is divided
into two major groups: analytical modelling and empirical work. The author made an
interesting observation relating to how the Journal of Operations Management (JOM) was
created in 1980 with the purpose of giving “high priority . . . to papers reporting on actual
application of proposed theories or concepts in an organization” (Boyer and Swink, 2006,
p. 732). Sanders (2009) reinforced the notion that there were methodological differences
in how researchers approach SCM topics. She argued that a combination of methodologies
and approaches would best serve the needs of researchers investigating SCM. Because SCM
is boundary-spanning, so too must be the methodologies that are used to explore it.

About one-quarter of all manuscript submissions to, and articles published in, the Journal
of Business Logistics between 2006 and 2009 were quantitative-oriented manuscripts. Giu-
nipero et al. (2008) examined 405 articles published from 1997 to 2006 in nine SCM-related
journals (Decision Sciences, Industrial Marketing Management, International Journal of
Physical Distribution & Logistics Management, The International Journal of Logistics,
International Journal of Operations and Production Management, Journal of Business Lo-
gistics, Journal of Operations Management; Journal of Supply Chain Management, Man-
agement Science) and identified the primary data analysis techniques used in each article.
A total of 283 of 405 articles were published utilising various quantitative and qualitative
techniques, although the largest percentage was advanced quantitative techniques such as
regression, factor analysis, structural equation modelling (SEM), and ANOVA. Similarly,
in a study by Sachan and Datta (2005), the authors found that survey methods were
the most widely used methodology (34%), followed by case studies (16%), mathematical
modelling (10%), interviews (7%), conceptual modelling (6%), simulation (5%), and all
others (23%).

The theoretical aspects of SCM research is examined later in this article, but suffice to say
that there have been few studies that have attempted to develop theories of the supply
chain. Pagell and Wu (2009) utilized a qualitative methodology (e.g. case studies) to build
a theory of sustainable SCM. The authors include social and environmental outcomes,
and specific “green” initiatives taken by members of supply chains to develop their theory.
Interestingly, their analysis suggested that the most sustainable supply chains combine
best practices and “new” behaviours. Essentially, firms in a supply chain must innovate
beyond existing best practices.

Li et al. (2005) conceptualized and validated six dimensions of SCM practices, including
strategic supplier partnerships, customer relationships, information sharing, information
quality, internal lean practices, and postponement of operations or activities. SEM was
used to test and validate the measures used and which could assist other researchers
examining the performance of supply chains. The authors also expressed hope that their
research would facilitate SCM theory development and additional empirical studies using
their measurement constructs.

Manuj et al. (2009) presented an 8-step simulation model development process for the
design, implementation, and evaluation of logistics and supply chain simulation models.
The authors emphasized the importance of rigor in the use of simulation models so that
other researchers and practitioners would have more trust in the results. Similarly, Black-
hurst et al. (2005) developed a methodology — Product Chain Decision Model (PCDM)
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— that models the supply chain and includs consideration of the product and manufac-
turing process design. As part of their discussion of their methodology, the authors briefly
discussed other modelling techniques that were used to examine supply chains, including
optimisation and pure modelling. Other recent modelling attempts included Roghanian
et al. (2007) and Yang, et al. (2009). Peidro et al. (2009) provided a summary of the
more than 100 references from 1988 to 2007 to works where supply chain models were
proposed. It is an excellent reference for researchers attempting to gain perspectives on
SCM modelling.

One of the major differences between traditional research and investigation of supply chains
is that there are more firms involved in the supply chain. As a result, the use of dyads
and triads are more valuable approaches to studying supply chain relationships. Unfortu-
nately, such research is even more difficult when the number of “partners” increases. Most
models of the supply chain, such as the SCOR model, examine a portion of the supply
chain. SCOR includes a focal firm, its suppliers’ supplier, its supplier, the customer, and
the customers’ customer (Supply Chain Council, 2009). The inclusion of five separate or-
ganisational entities goes beyond the simple dyad or even triad. It is certainly possible to
examine triads and beyond quantitatively, but the logistics of trying to get multiple firms
to participate in a supply chain project involving all partners is very difficult. Choi and
Wu (2009) are some of the few authors who have attempted to examine triadic relation-
ships. They explored buyer-supplier-supplier relationships within the supply chain and
developed nine triadic archetypes of relationships. The authors also utilised theories from
other disciplines in their research, including balance theory from behavioural psychology
and the structural-hole concept from the social network literature.

Bonett and Wright (2009) employed a very traditional analytical method, confidence in-
tervals, to examine various supply chain and operations research issues. The authors
argued that hypothesis tests we often misinterpreted. They identified what they perceived
as the weaknesses of hypothesis testing and recommended that confidence intervals be
used instead, primarily because of the increased amount of information that they provide
the researcher. Several examples of SCM issues were presented, including: (1) purchasing-
supplier relationships; (2) usage of concurrent engineering and computer aided design, and
satisfaction with suppliers; (3) level of supply chain integration; (4) use of JIT inventory
strategy in the supply chain; and (5) use of causal models or structural equation models
in SCM research.

2.2 Developing solutions or answers to specific supply chain-related
problems or challenges

There are a myriad of issues facing supply chain practitioners where research is being con-
ducted to aid them in making optimal decisions. The issues of coordination, collaboration,
integration, technology implementation, and information availability are examples of key
issues that are being explored by SCM researchers.

To illustrate, it is commonly accepted that accurate and timely information availability al-
lows supply chain decision makers to make better decisions. However, most decisions made
by supply chain executives are made with incomplete information. Cantor and Macdon-
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ald (2009) examined two types of decision-making or problem solving — abstract problem
solving; and concrete problem solving — to determine which approach worked best when
executives were faced with limited or questionable information. The authors found that
the abstract approach worked best with limited information. As more and better infor-
mation become available, either problem solving approach would work. Similarly, Hsu et
al. (2008) investigated the effects of information sharing capability on buyer-supplier re-
lationships and firm performance. Using regression analysis, the authors found a positive
relationship between these variables.

Within this perspective, some researchers have examined the relationships of various ac-
tivities and processes on supply chain performance, which is an important topic of interest
to practitioners. As an example of this research, Schwarz & Weng (2000) evaluated the
effect of lead-time uncertainty on safety stock in the design of a JIT supply chain. The
authors combined modelling case study approaches to conclude that there were significant
interactions between relevant components of the supply chain, so when designing the opti-
mal supply chain, management should not focus on any single component to the exclusion
of others. If they did, the trade-offs must be recognized, measured, and responded to in
some meaningful way.

One of the key issues facing organisations today is supply chain disruption. There are
many internal and external factors that contribute to the risks facing firms. Often, these
risks have a low probability, but significant negative impacts if they occur; and they
often occur suddenly and without much warning. Many authors have examined supply
chain disruptions and the strategies required to successfully manage such risk (Manuj
and Mentzer, 2008; Paulsson, 2004; Wagner and Bode, 2008). One particular research
study by Braunscheidel and Suresh (2009) examined the ability of organisations to be
agile with respect to supply chain risk. The authors utilised SEM to determine that
supply chain agility was highly and positively correlated to three organisational practices:
internal integration, external integration with key suppliers and customers, and external
flexibility. Impacting these three practices are the firm’s market orientation (e.g. customer
orientation, competitor orientation, inter-functional coordination) and learning orientation
(e.g. commitment to learning, shared vision, open-mindedness).

There are many other very specific issues that impact supply chain executives which
researchers have also investigated. Nadler and Kros (2008) examined legal issues that
impact supply chains, specifically the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Galbreth et al. (2008) inves-
tigated cross-docking in a variety of supply chain environments. Rodrigues et al. (2008)
developed a supply chain uncertainty model that explicitly included transportation along
with suppliers and customers. White et al. (2008) examined RFID in the supply chain.
The authors discussed the results of RFID implementation by European early adopters
for organisations considering this technology. Dröge and Germain (2000) examined an
important component of SCM, logistics, using LISREL modelling, and found that EDI
was positively related to both inventory and financial performance. When demand was
stable, firms were small, and when JIT was used, the relationship was especially strong.
Finally, Bhatnagar and Teo (2009) incorporated key decision issues, such as complexities
of extended supply chains and the coordination of transportation, inventory, information
and facilities, in the mathematical modelling of the global supply chain. The authors iden-
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tified three key challenges to successful global coordination of the supply chain, namely
non-stationary demand, variability propagation, and inventory imbalances.

2.3 Measuring results or outcomes of supply chain strategies/tactics

An issue of significant importance to supply chain practitioners and researchers is how
and what to measure relative to the outputs of the supply chain. And, while it is intuitive
that effective and efficient SCM should result in improvements in firm and supply chain
performance, there is little empirical support for this notion.

Stank et al. (2001) utilised a survey of CSCMP members to ascertain whether the perfor-
mance of firms was due, in part, to the extent that supply chain members were involved in
collaborative efforts. Factor analysis and SEM were utilized to test their hypotheses. The
authors found that collaboration, both internal and external, were associated with higher
levels of service performance. Nakano (2009) also used SEM to examine performance in
the supply chain. Within a Japanese setting, the author specifically examined the impact
of internal and external collaborative forecasting and planning on logistics and production
performance; two key components of SCM. He found a positive relationship between inter-
nal and external collaborative forecasting and planning, both upstream and downstream
in the supply chain, as well as internal collaborative forecasting and planning. They all
had positive effects on logistics and production performance.

Bozarth et al. (2009) developed a model of supply chain complexity to determine the
impacts of various types of complexity on supply chain performance. Using the manufac-
turing plant as a setting, the authors found that complexity (upstream, manufacturing,
or downstream) had a negative impact on performance. As part of their discussion, they
identified 12 measures of supply chain complexity; such as average product life cycle,
number of products produced, and number of suppliers to the manufacturing plant; which
would affect performance.

Barber (2008) utilized the balanced scorecard method to measure the performance of the
supply chain as a whole. The author’s framework included both tangible and intangible
elements that impact supply chain success, including participant satisfaction, financial
management, strategic management, change management, relationship management, and
quality, innovation and knowledge management. Barber suggested that additional research
would help to identify key performance indicators of these constructs.

As a general point, since the final customer is the ultimate focus of the supply chain, it
would be reasonable to assume that the same or similar elements of customer satisfaction
should be important. Irrespective of whether a traditional channel of distribution exists,
or whether or not the supply chain is highly integrated or fragmented, the final customer
primarily “sees” the outputs of the system. Therefore, logic might imply that more tra-
ditional elements, such as on-time delivery, high product quality, complete and accurate
product information, competitive prices, and other measures of satisfaction, would also be
useful elements to measure relative to supply chain performance. This issue is, however,
still being debated by practitioners and researchers, and is an area of potential exploration
in the future.
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3 Topics for exploration

Given the breadth and scope of SCM, there are an almost endless number of topics that
could be researched. The topics are so numerous and varied that researchers can address
the issues from almost any background or perspective that they choose. Behavioural
researchers can examine relationships of supply chain partners or the role of consumers
in SCM strategies. Modellers can model the entire supply chain, portions of the chain, or
individual components. There is still a great need to examine traditional topics such as
transportation, warehousing, inventory management, and others, but from a supply chain
perspective rather than an individual firm’s orientation. In the discussion that follows,
some potential areas of research exploration are presented. The areas are twofold: theory
development, and SCM processes and functions. The topics presented are not meant to be
an exhaustive list of possible research areas, but are perceived by this author to be those
that can offer the greatest long-term potential for advancing the body of SCM knowledge.

Frankel et al. (2008) provided an overview of the development of SCM from the per-
spectives of many of its key disciplines or elements: purchasing, operations management,
logistics, and marketing channels of distribution. The authors identified the defining of
SCM, domain of SCM, SCM’s topics of interest, SCM’s unit and level of analysis, and
theory and methodology, as important areas for investigation by SCM researchers. Other
researchers have called for additional SCM-related research as well (Burgess et al. 2006).
Similarly, Mentzer et al. (2008) identified future research implications resulting from a
better understanding of SCM and logistics, marketing, production, and operations man-
agement.

3.1 Theory development

Theory development includes the precise definition of terms or constructs, identifying
the breadth and scope of SCM, and identifying what theories, principles, approaches
and methodologies could be applied to SCM from other disciplines. Many researchers
have called for more theory development in SCM. Mentzer et al. (2001) commented that
a management construct cannot be used effectively if there was no agreement on what
it meant. The authors examined various definitions of SCM and identified three major
components of a SCM framework: management philosophy, a set of activities to implement
a management philosophy, and a set of management processes. Each of the components
could be distinct perspectives for expanding SCM-related research.

As an example of research that has attempted to define supply chain constructs more
precisely, Chen et al. (2009) attempted to define and operationalise a key aspect of SCM,
namely supply chain integration. The authors proposed a two-faceted approach to defining
the construct: internal supply chain process integration, and external supply chain pro-
cess integration. Furthermore, the two facets could be broken down into two dimensions:
connectivity, and simplification. Each dimension could then be examined by researchers.
Similarly, Zokaei and Hines (2007) attempted to explicitly define supply chain effectiveness
and supply chain efficiency. Since these are two terms that are foundational to measur-
ing the performance of supply chains, specific definitions are important to SCM theory
development.
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Stock (1996, 1997) advocated the application of theories, principles, methodologies, and
approaches from non-logistics and non-SCM disciplines to the examination of SCM-related
issues. He identified numerous theories from non-business disciplines that could have
potential application in logistics and SCM. In his study, Stock utilised a resource book
published by Bothamley (1993) which identified over 4 000 theories, laws, hypotheses,
principles, rules and theorems, from a multiplicity of disciplines. The reference, while
dated somewhat, still provides a fertile resource for SCM researchers trying to identify
relevant thought from non-business that might apply to SCM-related research.

During the decade since Stock published his articles, many researchers have “borrowed”
from other disciplines as they approached their own SCM-related research. For exam-
ple, Fawcett et al. (2008) utilised contingency and force field theories from organisational
behaviour to develop a model of supply chain coordination. Grimm (2008) discussed the
influence of economics on SCM and specifically examined empirical methods and economic
theories (e.g. mathematical models, structure-conduct-performance paradigm, transaction
cost theory, resource-based view, dynamic capability theory, evolutionary economics, com-
petitive dynamics). Min et al. (2008) borrowed social identity and social capital theory
from psychology and sociology to explore the notion of social capital in supply chains.
Carter and Rogers (2007) explored the concept of sustainability from economics and en-
vironmental management and applied it within a supply chain context.

Additionally, Skipper et al. (2008) explored the coordination aspects of SCM by using
organisational behaviour theories to study the issue. The authors utilised coordination
theory and interdependence theory, in combination with the supply chain constructs of
coordination, interdependence and technologies, to identify technology-enabled coordina-
tion strategies. A significant contribution of this research study was to identify eight
theoretical propositions that could be examined which could expand the body of knowl-
edge relating to interdependence, coordination and technologies in SCM. With respect to
suppliers, vendors, manufacturers and retailers, it is well accepted that good relationships
between organisations is positively correlated to higher performing supply chains. Cousins
et al. (2006) examined the relationship strength and quality among buying and supplying
organisations. They employed SEM to expand on theoretical models of group behaviour
and relationships, and applied them to SCM.

From the perspective of general theory development, Wacker (2008) provided some guid-
ance to developing sound theory in SCM. The author identified the requirements of “good”
theory and presented a checklist for supply chain researchers for developing SCM theories.
Hunt (1976) also presented a comprehensive approach towards the development of theory
in marketing, which can easily be adapted for use by research exploring theoretical issues
in SCM.

As examples of the type of research that attempts to develop general theories of SCM,
Lejeune and Yakova (2005) proposed a typology for configuring supply chains. They
identified four configurations: communicative, coordinated, collaborative and co-opetitive.
In developing their typology or taxonomy, the authors conducted a literature review of
published research dealing with defining SCM and specifying its components. Based on
the premise that there were different supply chain forms, the authors used several criteria
to develop their typology, including: type of inter-functional integration employed, type of
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issues faced, type of modelling techniques used, methodology used, type of product, and
level or stages of supply chain integration.

Theoretical constructs have also been investigated by researchers, although much more can
be accomplished in this area. For example, the notion of postponement is an important
aspect of SCM. Boone et al. (2007) examined the notion of postponement in the supply
chain. The authors performed an extensive literature review to determine the progress
of postponement thought and theory. Using Van Hoek’s (2001) five areas of potential
postponement research, Boone et al. elaborated on the opportunities within each area:
(1) postponement as a supply chain concept, (2) integrating related supply chain concepts,
(3) relating postponement to the globalisation of supply chains, (4) postponement in the
customized supply chain, and (5) methodological upgrading of postponement.

3.2 SCM processes and functions

As mentioned earlier, there are many existing studies that have examined traditional logis-
tics topics such as transportation, warehousing, inventory management, customer service,
information technology and others. Within other areas that are directly or indirectly
linked to SCM — such as marketing, finance, information systems and others — there
are traditional topics — such as channels of distribution, branding, product development,
activity based costing and data warehousing — that have previously been investigated
by researchers, but not from a SCM perspective. These traditional topics and areas of
research should be re-examined in view of the expanded context of SCM.

In a special issue of the Journal of Operations Management published in 2005, Forza et
al. (2005) summarized the published SCM-related articles and identified general areas of
research opportunities. According to the authors, the opportunities included: “(1) the
introduction of greater complexity into the coordinating approaches by considering other
decision variables or parameters . . . relaxing model constraints, changing the nature of
the decision variables from deterministic to stochastic, etc., (2) replication studies that
seek to improve the generalisability of reported findings, and (3) research going beyond
numerical examples that use empirical data to asses the applicability and efficacy of the
various proposed coordinating approaches” (Forza et al. 2005, p. 322).

Certainly, the defining of constructs and the creation of basic SCM models are foundational
to the development of the discipline. These basic models can then be expanded to include
additional complexity. There are a number of basic supply chain models that have been
proposed over the last decade, such as SCOR and the Forum model. The SCOR model,
which has been the focus of the majority of SCM researchers, includes five components —
plan, source, make, deliver, and return — has been used by several researchers to formulate
models of the supply chain. The Supply Chain Council, which includes practitioners,
academicians and consultants, has done a reasonably thorough job of identifying the basic
components of the supply chain and evaluates the supply chain from the perspective of four
levels of analysis: process types (plan, source, make deliver, return); process categories
(types of processes, such as planning, execution, enable); decompose processes (definitions,
source of inputs and outputs, performance metrics, best practices); and decompose process
elements (i.e. implementation).
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Other researchers have developed models independent of the SCOR model, such as the
Forum model (Cooper et al. 1997). Unfortunately, multiple, independent modelling at-
tempts do not lend themselves to developing synergy; that is, a SCM model that can be
used by other researchers to build upon what has been done before. These models are
often derived in isolation with little replication and expansion by other researchers. Often,
they are not specific enough to be “tested” by others, because they are mostly descriptive
and difficult to operationalise.

Regarding other aspects of SCM, most researchers and practitioners would agree that ex-
cellent supply chain strategies and operations result from good collaboration, coordination
and integration. There have been some research attempts to examine behavioural issues in
the supply chain. Certainly, there are consumer behaviour issues that could be addressed,
but also those behavioural issues relating to supplier collaboration and coordination, such
as creating and maintaining strategic partnerships and alliances. Even the very specific
issues, such as contract negotiation with various suppliers, vendors and third-party service
providers, have behavioural implications associated with them.

With the increasing interest in sustainability and energy, some authors have begun to ex-
amine these topics, but much more still needs to be done. As an example of research that
could be conducted, Zinn and Liu (2001) utilised a multinomial logit model to examine 24
independent variables related to consumer responses to product stockouts. The authors
found that situational factors had a significant impact on consumer perceptions and re-
sponses. With the environmental issues of clean air, increasing energy prices and/or the
reduced availability of fossil fuels, “green” marketing, and many others becoming more
important to consumers, companies and governments, research into the sustainable supply
chain is much needed.

There are a myriad of potential topics that SCM researchers could explore. In addition to
those mentioned above, other topics that would benefit from additional research include:
supply chain structures and organisational issues, global procurement and sourcing, de-
mand forecasting, government regulation and its impact on the supply chain, outsourc-
ing options, technology adoption and implementation (e.g. RFID, wireless, GPS, pick-to-
light), lean manufacturing and logistics, developing and maintaining agile systems, and
establishing performance metrics, measures and key performance indicators.

4 A concluding comment

The scope and breadth of SCM-related research is increasing, but there are still numerous
opportunities available to extend and enrich what is known about supply chains. There are
opportunities to expand the theoretical foundations of the SCM discipline and to provide
research which assists supply chain executives to address and solve problems. Research
on the newer challenges associated with planning, implementing and controlling SCM
strategies and tactics is needed. Additionally, replication of some of the research that has
already been conducted will help to reinforce basic concepts of the discipline. The future
is indeed very positive with respect to researchers being able to provide practitioners and
academicians with meaningful and synergistic SCM-related research.
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